DEWALT Trade Reference Series
®

SERIES OVERVIEW
Each pocket guide in the DEWALT® Trade Reference Series is
packed with over 350 pages of up-to-the-minute reference
material to provide today’s technical and trade professionals
with the information they need to be successful. Whether you
are a contractor, service technician, maintenance person, plant
manager, engineer, designer, or architect, this outstanding series
of professional pocket references provides the latest
information to enhance your skills and boost your career!
With quick and easy access to hundreds of charts, illustrations,
formulas, laws, conversions, tables, and symbols, the DEWALT
Series delivers what building and technical trade professionals
and students need today while anticipating their needs for
tomorrow!

KEY FEATURES
• content is completely current and up-to-date with industry standards
•

special cover material is flexible, tear-resistant, and water- and oil-resistant
for ease of use in the shop or on-the-job
• exclusive super-strong binding allows the books to lay flat when opened
while keeping the pages securely intact
• large and easy-to-read text makes finding information a breeze
• conveniently fits into any pocket or toolbox for the ideal carry-along!
All Titles:
4” x 6”, 1C interior
List Price $19.95

D E WALT Data Communications Professional Reference

D E WALT Electrical Estimating Professional Reference (continued)

Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7093-3

use them. This tool puts information at your fingertips, from knowing material and
labor costs to understanding overhead and profit margins, and is an important
guide to any professional electrician’s business.

This pocket reference guide for the data and voice industry is the only one of its
kind for the design, installation, testing, and troubleshooting of teledata,
computer, video, and other cabling applications. This edition includes CAT 6
cabling in addition to graphs, tables, diagrams and charts involving LAN, RING
and other types of networking, ethernet, fiberoptic, internet, and much more.
KEY FEATURES
• provides technical coverage of data communications
• examines communications electronics, structured cabling, testing, and more
• computer and internet coverage includes printer, monitor, and modem
troubleshooting techniques

D E WALT Construction Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7098-4
This “answer book” is the perfect professional reference for questions concerning
basic building disciplines. The DEWALT Construction Professional Reference
features at-a-glance information on hardware sizing, correct nailing patterns,
walls and flooring, doors and door openings, roof pitches, stairway stringers,
steel, excavation, masonry, and much more! With illustrative diagrams and
construction documents for use on the jobsite, this reference is sure to be an
effective tool from the configuration of a job to its conclusion.
KEY FEATURES
• clear, concise language is used to effectively convey essential information
• includes general construction safety tips and precautions
• helpful appendices include industry abbreviations and symbols, commonly used
conversion factors, trigonometric formulas, decimal equivalents, and more

D E WALT Electrical Estimating Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9770-0030-3
Now users can bid on contracting jobs anywhere! The DEWALT Electrical
Estimating Professional Reference offers coverage of the traditional methods of
estimating as well as the “hurry up” methods, while explaining how and when to

*All titles available in September 2005
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KEY FEATURES
• provides the “must know” information necessary for understanding how to
estimate a job
• explores itemized estimating basics, unit pricing, technology installations and
pricing, and algebraic estimating
• sample forms include calculation sheets, inflation and labor adjustments, bid
sheets, jobs data sheets, and more for practical application on-the-job

D E WALT Electrical Motor Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7096-8
Anyone working with electric motors will benefit from the DEWALT Electric Motor
Professional Reference. It covers everything from wiring diagrams, design, and
installation to maintenance procedures and power transmission, and features
effective troubleshooting tips and maintenance forms. Illustrative charts, tables,
and graphs covering running current, lock rotor amps, thermal overloads, fuses,
controls, and more are especially useful for application to various situations on the
job.
KEY FEATURES
• an invaluable tool for anyone who installs, monitors, or maintains electric motors
• pocket-guide design puts “must know” information at the user’s fingertips for
on-the-job success

D E WALT Electrical Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7092-5
Find answers quickly with this on-the-job reference! Updated to the 2005 NEC®,
the DEWALT Electrical Professional Reference is the standard reference tool for
professionals in the electrical industry. It’s packed with charts, diagrams, formulas,
tables, and current code standards on aspects of designing and installing electrical
services. This book also includes information on ampacity, motors, controllers,
circuits, overload protection, raceways, wiring, voltage, lighting, and more.
KEY FEATURES
• explains concepts in easy-to-understand terms
• features updated maintenance and construction standards
• offers important tool and safety guidelines

For further information or to place an order: Call 800.347.7707
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D E WALT HVAC Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7094-1
With regard to various aspects of installation, service, testing, and balancing, the
DEWALT HVAC Professional Reference is the number one pocket reference guide
for the HVAC industry. Coverage includes compressors, duct sizing, heat
transmission conversion factors, temperature and pressure, fans, air velocities,
refrigeration characteristics, thermostats, and much more. This handy pocket
reference helps service technicians become experts on the job!
KEY FEATURES
• the perfect resource for installing, servicing, repairing, or troubleshooting an old
or new heating system
• easy-to-use, quick-reference format
• illustrations make it easy to apply important HVAC concepts to modern
equipment, components, and control systems

D E WALT Spanish Electrical
Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7099-2
Find answers in Espanol quickly with this on-the-job reference guide! Updated to
the 2005 NEC ®, the DEWALT Spanish Electrical Professional Reference is the
standard reference tool for any Spanish-speaking professional in the electrical
industry. It’s packed with charts, diagrams, formulas, tables, and current code
standards on many aspects of designing and installing electrical services. It also
includes information on ampacity, motors, controllers, circuits, overload
protection, raceways, wiring, voltage, lighting, and more!
KEY FEATURES
• explains concepts in easy-to-understand terms so that Spanish-speaking users can
“meet code” and avoid costly errors
• features updated maintenance and construction standards
• offers important tool and safety guidelines

D E WALT Lighting and Maintenance Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7095-X

D E WALT Wiring Diagrams Professional Reference

The DEWALT Lighting and Maintenance Professional Reference is a two-part
reference guide. Part one covers the design, selection, and installation of lighting
systems for residential, commercial, and industrial applications. Part two
references valuable electrical and general maintenance material including safety
issues so important on the job today. Coverage progresses from an examination of
lighting and lamps, HIDs, fluorescents, and incandescents to electrical
maintenance, meters and testing, motor maintenance, power transmission, and,
finally, communication systems.
KEY FEATURES
• comprehensive coverage progresses from an examination of lighting and lamps,
HIDs, fluorescents, and incandescents to electrical maintenance, meters and
testing, motor maintenance, power transmission, and, finally, communication
systems
• at-a-glance informational resources include solid and hazardous waste agencies
by state, EPA-approved disposal locations, lamp and ballast recycling resources,
lighting terms, and more
• a section on conversion factors, measurements, tools, and materials

D E WALT Security, Sound and Video Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9770-0032-X
This outstanding pocket guide is designed for use on-the-job by security, sound,
and video professionals. It is chock full of everything users need for working with
security, sound, and video equipment and features installation requirements,
formulas, technical data, and maintenance forms. Abundant charts, tables, and
graphs are also included that cover sensor application, speaker impedance,
voltage drops, satellite TV, and more. Helpful troubleshooting tips help readers
prepare for common problems likely to be encountered in the field.
KEY FEATURES
• state-of-the-art technology coverage makes this guide the “standard”
professional reference for the security, sound, and video industry
• provides quick and easy access to a variety of useful charts and tables while
easily fitting into a toolbox or pocket
• features important safety considerations for working successfully in a variety
of settings

D E WALT Plumbing Professional Reference
Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9770-0031-1
The DEWALT Plumbing Professional Reference is an essential resource for anyone
working with plumbing systems. It covers everything users need to calculate water
demand, find installation requirements, size pipes, size pumps, design drainage
systems, and much more. Helpful troubleshooting guides, charts, tables, and
graphs assist visually oriented users in getting the job done right the first time.
KEY FEATURES
• helps users quickly and easily identify the appropriate plumbing tool for
each job
• features general construction and safety guidelines as well as materials and
tools coverage for a thorough understanding of professional plumbing design
and installation

Paul Rosenberg
ISBN # 0-9759-7097-6
The DEWALT Wiring Diagrams Professional Reference is a must for anyone who
installs or replaces electrical wiring. Filled with hundreds of diagrams and
illustrations this handy pocket-guide covers everything from outlets, switches,
lighting, motors, and controls to power distribution, transformers, grounding,
low voltage, and hazardous locations. Basic wiring guidelines and specifications
are also included to make this book as valuable a tool on-the-job as a pair of
wire cutters.
KEY FEATURES
• explains how to provide efficient, safe, and cost-effective applications of various
types of electrical wiring to situations likely to be encountered in the field
• the perfect ready resource for use in most industrial, institutional, commercial,
and residential settings

Also Available!
DEWALT Electrical Certification

Exam Guide

DEWALT HVAC Technician
Certification Exam Guide

Ray Holder
ISBN # 0-9770-0034-6

Norm Christopherson
ISBN # 0-9770-0033-8

Completely updated to the 2005 NEC®,
the DEWALT Electrical Certification
Exam Guide is a complete and
comprehensive electrical exam test
preparation guide. This new
“standard” for the electrical industry
will help readers prepare to pass the
Contractors, Journeyman, Masters,
Residential, Maintenance, and Sign
licensing exams.

The most complete and comprehensive
HVAC technician certification book
available! This new “standard” for the
climate control industry will help
readers pass the NATE, ICE, RSES
Certification, HVAC Excellence, and
HVAC Technician Licensing Exams.
Innovative coverage also makes this
exam guide extremely useful for
studying and preparing for state
limited energy license and HVAC
contractor licenses.

KEY FEATURES
• covers most Electrical licensing and
certification exams in one complete
volume
• practical sample exams help readers
put their skills to the test
• includes effective study tips and
reference material for surefire
success
• content is completely current and
up-to-date with industry standards
• large and easy-to-read text makes
finding information a breeze

KEY FEATURES
• covers all HVAC licensing and
certification exams
• explains available certification
options
• realistic sample exams
• effective study tips and reference
material
• content is completely current and
up-to-date with industry standards
• large and easy-to-read text

Both Titles
8.5” x 11”, 1C interior
List Price $29.95
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For further information or to place an order: Call 800.347.7707

DeWalt (trademarked as Dá´‡WALT) is an American worldwide brand of power tools and hand tools for the construction, manufacturing
and woodworking industries. DeWalt is a trade name of Black & Decker (U.S.) Inc., a subsidiary of Stanley Black & Decker. The original
company was started in 1923 by Raymond E. DeWalt, the inventor of the radial arm saw.

